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UNITED STATES AIRFORCE 

AIRBORNE RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SYSTEM 

SOUTH VIETNAM 1967 

Background 

At the earliest stages of the U.S. buildup in Vietnam, a system was needed to locate Viet 
Cong and North Vietnamese radio transmitters. Conventional ground-based Radio Direction 
Finding (RDF) methods proved difficult in attempting to locate low-powered enemy 
transmitters. The solution was Airborne Radio Direction Finding (ARDF) by Army and Air 
Force aircraft. 
 
The aircraft selected by the Air Force for its ARDF effort was the venerable C-47. The C-47 
was a derivative of the DC-3 commercial airliner developed by the Douglas Aircraft 
Company. First built in the 1930's, the C-47 (Gooney Bird) distinguished itself as a transport 
in World War II, the Berlin Airlift, and the Korean War.  

Prior to being sent to Southeast Asia, the planes had to be equipped with a multitude of 
electronic components so as to fulfil their mission. Thus was born the EC-47. In 1966 
squadrons were formed at Tan Son Nhut Air Base, Nha Trang Air Base, and Pleiku Air Base to 
conduct EC-47 ARDF operations. The flight crews consisting of the pilots, co-pilots, 
navigators and flight mechanics were assigned to the 360th, 361st, and 362nd Tactical 
Electronic Warfare Squadrons, respectively. The mission specialists, consisting of Morse 
Radio Intercept Operators  (Ditty-Bops), linguists, communications analysts, and equipment 
repairmen were assigned to the 6994th Security Squadron and its detachments.1 
 

Aircraft 

The US Airforce (USAF) 6994th Security Squadron provided ARDF support to the Troop when 

they were active in or close to the 1st Australian Task Force (1ATF) Area of Operations (AO).  

The Squadron operated out of Tan Son Nhut airport, Saigon, and flew EC-47 (DC3) Aircraft. 

 

                                                           
1 Extract from:  http://www.6994th.com/mission.html 
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EC-47 (DC-3) Aircraft  

 

6994th Security Squadron Plaque  

USAF ARDF System 

The ARDF system developed by the USAF2 was different from the US Army. The system 

used, was based on side angle calibration, which made it possible to fix enemy transmitters 

in any direction without turning the aircraft. Without this feature, the crew would have to 

point the aircraft toward or away from the transmitter, as is the case with the aural null 

technique employed by the US Army aircraft. Therefore, side angle calibration reduced the 

possibility of compromise by the VC/NVA targets, and also enabled the crew to fix target 

radio transmitters that only remained active for short periods. 

Crew 

The crew of each aircraft consisted of two pilots (Command Pilot and Co-pilot), a navigator, 

a flight mechanic and one or two ARDF operators. 

Note.  In SVN, twelve aircraft had two additional search/acquisition positions, and five 

aircraft had two additional acquisition and jamming positions. 

 

                                                           
2  The majority of the details of the USAF system are extracted from:  http://www.ec47.com/dir.htm web page. 

http://www.ec47.com/dir.htm
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USAF ARDF Equipment  

With the exception of an antenna on each wing and the nose, the EC-47 ARDF aircraft was 

to all external appearances, a standard C-47.  The internal equipment made the aircraft 

system unique: 

 AN/ALR-34 ARDF: An electronic ARDF unit (known as the "X" console) employed 

a "phase measurement" technique to determine the relative bearing of a signal 

to the aircraft (i.e. the angle formed by the direction of the radio signal and the 

aircraft heading). The AN/ALR-34 establishes the direction of the enemy signal, 

as a result of computing through a complex process, the time of arrival of the 

target signal at the three antennas on the aircraft wings and nose. The X console 

was manned by a navigator. 

 

 Y Console. A target-acquisition position (the "Y" console) permits its operator to 

search various frequencies for an enemy signal.  

 

 KY-8 Radio: Permits secure communications between the ARDF operators and 

DSUs. 

 

 

EC-47 Normal Internal Layout  

 

EC-47 Extended Internal Layout  
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Navigational Equipment 

To provide an accurate position of the aircraft for DF plotting, the navigator had access to 

the normal aircraft navigational aids plus additional equipment installed for the DF system:  

 Bendix Doppler Computer CPA-24 (AN/APN-179).  This computer enables the 

navigator to fix the aircraft's position within a tolerance of 0.6 percent of the 

distance travelled and 1-7 percent of cross track distance. At 120 knots, this 

means that the maximum allowable error is 1.8 nautical miles per hour.  

 

 C-12 Compass System. The C-12 was one of the most advanced compass systems 

available.  It gave an instant readout of aircraft heading within a tenth of a 

degree. It was accurate within 0.25 degrees 

 

The pilots had one non-standard piece of equipment, a Bendix Weather Radar, AN/APS-113, 

mounted on their instrument panels.  

 

Pre Mission Brief 

The pre Mission Brief was extensive and apart from the normal flight briefing for large 

aircraft, would include: 

 

 Search area boundaries. 

 Location of the using agency (DSU) and reporting requirements. 

 Time of arrival and departure from the operational area. 

 Location of known targets in the area. 

 Target identities, schedules, frequencies and callsigns. 

 

ARDF Operating Procedures 

Normally the following procedure was followed to acquire a Fix. 

 

 The ARDF operator searches for and locates a signal. 

 The signal is ‘locked on’ by the operator. 

 A warning light appears on the navigator’s console which signifies that a signal is 

active for prosecution. 

 Simultaneously the ARDF needle on the navigators console will swing to point 

towards the target transmitter showing the position relative to the nose of the 

aircraft and activates the DF system’s printer. 

 When the pilot sees the warning light, he ensures that the aircraft is level to 

prevent errors being introduced into the ARDF function. 
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 When the aircraft is level and the DF needle steadied on the target the navigator 

will activate the system and printer. 

 When the navigator depresses the enter button on his control panel, a Line of 

Position (LOP)3 is taken by the system and printed out.  This process would 

continue for at least three LOPs. As a general rule eight LOPs would be taken. 

 When sufficient LOPs are taken the pilot and navigator would confer and the 

aircraft would circle to confirm the Doppler readings for position accuracy. 

 When the aircraft’s position is confirmed the navigator would plot the details 

from the printer and a fix on the target is determined. 

 The Navigator would then pass to the operator: the fix position in UTM 

coordinates (including CEP), standoff range in nautical miles, the altitude of the  

aircraft, and the time of the last fix on the target. The operator then encrypts the 

information (if no secure voice available) and passes the information to the DSU. 

 

The following graphic gives a representation how a basic fix is determined.  It only shows 

two LOPs: 

 

Basic Fix Procedure 

In the main, the USAF provided many fixes, however, at least 48% of their fixes had a CEP of 

2000 meters or over. 

 

Accomplishments:4 

 

During its eight years of operations in Southeast Asia, the 6994th made major contributions 

to building the intelligence picture of the battlefield in Vietnam.  Countless commanders 

relied on Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) and Airborne Radio Direction Finding reports when 

developing their battle plans.  It has been alleged that 95 percent of the B-52 strikes 

                                                           
3 LOP is derived from the equipment computing the position of the aircraft, heading of the aircraft, speed,  and angle of arrival of the 
transmitting signal to the aircraft. 
4 Extract from:  http://www.6994th.com/mission.html 
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conducted in Vietnam were based partially or in full on information provided by the 6994th. 

 

One report of the effectiveness of the EC-47 came during a conversation between Gen. 

William W. Momyer, Commander, 7AF, and Col. Robert G. Williams, Commander 460th TRW, 

in May 1967.  Colonel Williams quoted General Momyer:  

 

"...I want all personnel in this mission to know that the primary and basic source of 

intelligence in this country comes from COMPASS DART (now COMBAT COUGAR) and I want 

the people in these squadrons to know it." 

 

The 6994th Security Squadron was recognized for its cryptologic excellence in 1969, when it 

won the Travis Trophy from the National Security Agency (NSA).  The Travis Trophy is 

presented annually to the Service Cryptologic unit judged to have made the most 

outstanding contribution to NSA’s mission during the previous calendar year.  In a message 

to the Commander, USAF Security Service, the Director of NSA stated: 

 

“Information has been brought to my attention relative to an exceptional SIGINT 

contribution which was made by personnel of the 330th RR Co, and the 6994th Security 

Squadron in South Vietnam.  It is noted that through the combined efforts of personnel in 

these units, timely and very vital intelligence information was made available to tactical 

commanders which contributed directly to the engagement with elements of the PAVN 

325C Division on 10 May 1968.  Further and more important, U.S. forces incurred very light 

casualties because of their knowledge of the situation as derived from SIGINT.” 

 It was noted that this engagement took place within 800 meters of an ARDF fix made on 6 

May 1968. 

 

The NSA director continued: 

 

“The efforts of all those involved in the production of SIGINT information which results 

directly in the saving of U.S. lives is deserving of the highest praise and I take this 

opportunity to extend my sincere gratitude and recognition for a job well done to those 

men involved.” 
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5 Extract from: UNLIKELY WARRIORS Long, Lonnie M.; Gary B. Blackburn (2013-05-14). Unlikely Warriors: The Army Security Agency's 

Secret War in Vietnam 1961-1973 . Universe. Kindle Edition. 

 


